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Every Leader Stumbles. 

The Best Know How to Recover! 

The biggest cause for

unproductivity in leaders

is not talked about, 

in fact it doesn’t even

have a name

 - until now.

Ritu G. Mehrish is a woman on a mission to humanise

leadership. She provides a refreshing and unique angle in

presenting the human side of leadership by talking about

the challenges, dilemmas and setbacks of leaders in their

leadership journey. She believes that we focus too much on

making our leaders superheroes. But they are human and

therefore they will fail, falter, stumble, fumble and make

mistakes. 

 

However, if we treat failures, mistakes, obstacles and

dilemmas as part of our leadership journey, we can call it

out faster and prevent it from perpetuating.

This early phase of being stuck, demotivated, uninspired

and not being able to perform to the best of our abilities is

called ‘leader’s block’ (yes, like writer’s block). 

 

Ritu tells her story and stories of other leaders who have

gone through the challenges and blocks that you are

facing; to motivate, inspire, influence and to help you find

a little bit of yourself in them. She creates a sense of

belonging and kinship, and helps to humanize leadership.

 

She provides a framework and sustainable solution not

only for yourself but for your teams and the organization.



Her book Leader's

Block is recently

launched and is

published by Penguin

Random House.

http://bit.ly/LeadersBlock

ritu@ritumehrish.com

+65 90613760 

www.ritumehrish.com

 

https://twitter.com/RituGMehrish

http://bit.ly/RituGMehrish

https://www.facebook.com/ritu.guptamehrish.7

linkedin.com/in/ritugmehrish
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Ritu is a global speaker, executive coach and author, with

twenty years of corporate experience with P&G, GE Capital

and GE spin-off Genpact. In her last role, Ritu ran a

multimillion-dollar business vertical with 1000 people

across eight countries and five continents.

 

Her business and leadership experience have enabled her

to bring in a pragmatic approach to leadership

development. Her work has been featured in Forbes,

Business Line, Nordics Business Forum and other

prominent platforms. 

 

She travels extensively and is based in Singapore.

 

Book Ritu to get your leaders to learn and  understand how

to recognize, acknowledge and overcome leader’s block, to

build leadership staying-power. Leader’s Block exists. But

imagine how much more productive an organisation would

be if it knew how to deal with it.

 

Ritu engages her audience with the perfect blend of head

and heart.

 

CONTACT 

Thank you for your great speech and thoughts! For me this was an eye opening new approach to

look at how to develop as a leader.- Aslak de Silva, CEO, Nordics Business Forum

 


